LEGEND

A  WWS WIRELESS, AMBIENT (SOLAR) POWERED WEATHER STATION WITH WIND SENSOR
WEATHER STATION INSTRUMENTS INCLUDE AN ANEMOMETER, THERMOMETER
HYGROMETER, TIPPING RAIN GAUGE AND SOLAR RADIATION SHIELD TO
MONITOR WIND SPEED, TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY LEVEL, RAINFALL AND SOLAR
RADIATION

B  WWS WIRELESS, AMBIENT (SOLAR) POWERED WEATHER STATION WITHOUT
WIND SENSOR
WEATHER STATION INSTRUMENTS INCLUDE A THERMOMETER, HYGROMETER
TIPPING RAIN GAUGE AND SOLAR RADIATION SHIELD TO MONITOR
TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY LEVEL, RAINFALL AND SOLAR RADIATION

2  1" x 12" MOUNTING COLUMN INCLUDED

3  MOUNTING COLUMN BRACKET
WITH 2 CLAMPS AND NUTS

4  1-1/2" GALVANIZED PIPE
8-10 FEET HIGH

5  1-1/2" THREADED GALVANIZED CAP

6  15" x 15" CONCRETE BASE WITH
MINIMUM OF 8" DEPTH

7  FINISH GRADE

LEIT WWS AND LEIT WWSE WEATHER STATION ASSEMBLY
COLUMN MOUNTED
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